Noisy situations cause huge problems for suffers of hearing loss as hearing aids often make the signal more audible but do not always restore the intelligibility.
Introduction
The human auditory cortex has a remarkable capability to focus on a target speech by selectively suppressing the ambient noise. The selective suppression of unwanted background noise is known to exploit the noise robust visual cues to enhance a person's capacity to resolve the phonological ambiguities [1] . In addition, studies have shown the importance of visual cues in improving the speech intelligibility [2] as well as speech detection in noisy environments [3, 4] .
In this study, we achieve this selective speech enhancing ability computationally.
In the recent years, speech enhancement (SE) has attracted wide attention due to the noise reducing ability that helps hearing impaired listen better in noisy social situations and opened the doors for speech processing systems (such as speech recognition and voice activity detector systems) in noisy environments [5, 6] . SE approaches can be categorised into statistical analysis based noise reduction models (such as spectral subtraction (SS), linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) and Wiener filtering) and computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [7] . It has been observed that, the statistical methods fail to achieve improved speech intelligibility in some scenarios due to introduction of distortions such as musical noises. In contrast, CASA has shown to be more effective in stationary and non-stationary noises [8] .
In CASA, the speech is separated from interfering background noise by using a time-frequency (T-F) spectral mask to the T-F representation of noisy speech.
The T-F spectral mask is used to enhance speech dominant regions and suppress the noise-dominant regions. The ideal binary mask (IBM) assigns zero to a T-F unit if the local signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is lower than the local criterion (LC), and unit value otherwise. The IBM is defined as follows:
The IBM has shown to improve the speech quality and intelligibility for the hearing impaired and normal hearing listeners [9, 10, 11] . The IBM cannot be calculated using equation 1 in real-world scenarios because the target speech and interfering background noise cannot be estimated with high accuracy. However, the IBM estimation can be modelled as a data-driven optimisation problem that jointly exploits noisy speech and visual face images for the spectral mask estimation.
In the literature, extensive research has been carried out to develop audioonly (A-only) and audio-visual (AV) SE methods. Researchers have proposed several SE models such as deep neural network (DNN) based spectral mask estimation models [12, 13] , DNN based clean spectrogram estimation models [14, 15] , Wiener filtering based hybrid models [16, 17, 18] , and time-domain SE models [19, 20, 21] . However, limited work has been conducted to develop robust language-independent, causal, speaker and noise-independent AV SE models for low SNRs (< −3 dB) observed in everyday social environments (such as cafeteria, and restaurants) where traditional A-only hearing aids fail to improve 3 the speech intelligibility. The few attempts to develop such robust models have been limited to speaker-dependent scenarios [15] and small scale (< 5 speakers) speaker independent scenarios [13, 18] .
In addition, none of the aforementioned AV SE studies have conducted listening tests on real noisy mixtures that often consists of speech signal reverberantly mixed with multiple competing background noise sources [22] . Finally, studies have shown that a pretrained DNN based SE model does not generalise well on new languages [23] . The model can be fine-tuned on large AV corpus consisting of wide variety of languages such as AVSPEECH [12] (consisting of 1500 hours recording) to potentially achieve the language-independent performance given enough model capacity. However, training on corpora like AVSPEECH requires a large number of graphics processing units (GPUs) or tensor processing units (TPUs) that are often unavailable in academic research environments.
In this paper, we present a causal, language, noise and speaker independent AV model to focus on a target speaker by selectively suppressing the background noise. More specifically, we design and train a cross-modal DNN architecture, called CochleaNet, that ingests the noisy sound mixture and cropped images of speakers lip as an input and output a T-F mask to selectively suppress and enhance each T-F bin. In addition, the model contextually exploits the available AV cues to estimate the spectral mask independent of the SNRs.
The proposed AV SE model is evaluated using, ASPIRE, a first of its kind high quality AV binaural speech corpus recorded in real noisy settings such as cafeteria and restaurant. It is to be noted that, most of the aforementioned AV SE methods used a synthetic mixture of clean speech and noises for model evaluation. However, the synthetic mixture do not reflect the real noisy mixtures as speech is often reverberantly mixed with multiple competing noise background sources. Therefore, the ASPIRE corpus can be used by speech and machine learning communities as a benchmark resource to support reliable evaluation of AV SE technologies.
We demonstrate superior speech quality and intelligibility of proposed approach over the state-of-the-art A-only SE approaches as well as recent DNN based SE models. In addition, we show that a model trained on a synthetic mixture of Grid corpus [24] (with only 33 speakers and a small English vocabulary) and ChiME 3 [22] noises (consisting of bus, pedestrian, cafe, and street noises) generalise well on real noisy ASPIRE corpus, large vocabulary corpora (such as TCD-TIMIT [25] ), other languages (such as Mandarin [15] ) and wide variety of speakers and noises [26, 27] . An overview of our proposed AV SE model is shown in Figure 1 .
In summary, our paper presents six major contributions: (v) We also study the behaviour of the trained AV model, in terms of objective metrics, when the visual cues are temporarily or permanently absent for random duration of time due to occlusions. 
Related work
This section briefly reviews the related works in the area of A-only and AV SE.
Audio-Visual Speech Enhancement
Ephrat et al. [12] proposed a speaker independent AV DNN for complex ratio mask estimation to separate speech from overlapping speech and background noises. The model is trained on, AVSPEECH, a new large AV corpus consisting of 1500 hours recording with wide variety of languages, people and face poses.
The main limitation, with the aforementioned study is that the model is trained and evaluated on a fixed SNR. Similarly, Gogate et al. [13] presented a speaker independent AV DNN for IBM estimation to separate speech from background noises. However, the model is trained and evaluated using a limited vocabulary Grid corpus [24] and can help in achieving superior performance. In addition, The model is then used for feature extraction to condition an on/off screen speaker source separation model. Afouras et al. [29] trained a DNN to predict both magnitude and phase of denoised speech spectrograms. Finally, Zhao et al. [30] presented a model to separate the sound of multiple objects from a video (e.g. musical instruments).
Audio-only Speech Enhancement
Hershey et al. [31] proposed deep clustering that exploits discriminatively trained speech embeddings to cluster and separate the different sources. including the decoupling of phase and magnitude, and high latency of calculat- A fundamental problem with A-only SE and separation is the label permutation problem [31] i.e. there is no easy way to associate a mixture of audio sources with the corresponding speakers or instruments [33] . In addition, the main limitation with most of the aforementioned A-only and AV SE approaches is that the developed model are either evaluated on high SNRs (SN R > 0 dB) or on a fixed SNR. In addition, none of the aforementioned AV approaches have used an AV speech corpus recorded in real noisy settings for evaluation.
ASPIRE Corpus
In the literature, extensive research has been carried out to develop A-only real noisy mixtures that often consists of speech signal that is reverberantly mixed with multiple competing noise background sources [22] . However, to the best of our knowledge, no such AV corpus recorded in real noisy settings is available. In this section, we present ASPIRE, a first of its kind, AV speech corpus recorded in real noisy environments (such as cafeteria and restaurant)
to support reliable evaluation of AV SE technologies.
Sentence design
ASPIRE corpus follows the same sentence format as the AV Grid corpus as shown in Table 1 . The six words sentence consists of command, colour, preposition, letter, digit and adverb. The letter "w" was excluded because it is the only multi-syllabic letter. Each speaker produced all combinations of colour, 
Speaker population
Three speakers (one male and two female) contributed to the corpus. The speakers age ranged from 23 to 55. All the speakers have spent most of their lives in the United Kingdom and together encompassed a range of mixed English accents. All the participants were paid for their contribution. The corpus consists of total 6000 utterances (3000 recorded in real noisy settings, 3000 in acoustically isolated booth).
Collection
The ASPIRE corpus is recorded in real noisy settings specifically the university cafeteria and restaurant during busy lunch times (11.30 to 1.30) as well as in an acoustically isolated booth. The recording setup is shown in Figure 2 . Apple iPad mini 2, placed at an eye level to avoid noise and distraction from the video apparatus, was used to record the video (the distance between iPad and speaker was 90 centimetres) at 30 frames per second (fps) and 1080p resolution.
A collar microphone was also connected to the iPad. The high quality binaural audio from speaker is recorded using Zoom H4n pro recorder at a sampling rate of 44100 Hz and binaural microphone. The listener was wearing the binaural microphone at an approximate distance of 140 centimetres.
The listener and speaker were sitting opposite to each other on the fixed chairs. Speaker was initially trained with few utterances and the purpose of research is also explained in detail. Periodic breaks were given to the speakers during the recording to avoid fatigue and each sentence was mandatory to be read correctly without any interruption. The sentences as detailed in section 3.1 were presented to the speaker on a laptop in random order and speaker was allowed to repeat the sentence if the sentence recording is interrupted or sentence is incorrectly uttered. In addition, the speaker repeated the utterance if any mistake is spotted by the listener. In all, 2000 utterances per speaker (1000 utterances in real noisy settings and 1000 utterances in the booth) around 2% and 4% of the utterances were re-recorded in booth and real noisy settings respectively.
Postprocessing
Audio postprocessing. Audio and video data were continuously collected throughout a session. The drift between audio and video data was calculated by synchronising the claps. The utterance start and end times were identified using Gentle (a robust forced-aligner built on Kaldi), speech recorded from the col- Video postprocessing. The raw videos recorded in busy restaurant and cafeteria consists of a few clearly identifiable people except the speaker itself. Therefore, to ensure the privacy, we estimate the speaker area for the first frame using a segmentation model and pixelate the non-speaker area for the complete utterance using the estimated segmentation mask. This is possible because the speaker is sitting in a single position throughout an utterance. Figure 3 shows some sample video frames from the ASPIRE corpus.
CochleaNet

Data Representation
Input features. Our model ingests both audio and visual as input. For batch training, 3 second video clips are considered. A cropped 80 x 40 lip region is Output. The output of our network is an IBM, a multiplicative spectrogram mask, that describes the T-F relationship between clean audio and background noise. In the literature, it has been shown that the multiplicative masks perform better than direct prediction of time-domain waveform and clean spectrogram magnitudes [34, 35] .
Network Architecture
This section describes the network architecture of the proposed AV SE model. Figure 4 depicts a high-level overview of the multi-stream modules present in the network. The subsequent subsections describes each module in detail.
Audio Feature Extraction
The audio feature extraction consist of dilated convolutional layers as detailed in Table 2 . Each layer is followed by a ReLU activation for non-linearity.
Visual Feature Extraction
The visual feature extraction consist of dilated convolutional, max pooling and long short-term memory (LSTM) layer as detailed in Table 3 . Each convolutional layer is followed by a ReLU activation for non-linearity.
Multimodal Fusion
The with 622 neurons and sigmoid activation. The binary cross-entropy between the estimated and the actual IBM is used as a loss function. It is to be noted that, no thresholding was applied to the predicted mask and the sigmoidal outputs were considered as the estimated mask.
Speech Resynthesis
The model estimates a T-F IBM when a noisy spectrogram and cropped lip images are fed. The estimated multiplicative spectral mask is applied to the noisy magnitude spectrum. The masked magnitude is then combined with the noisy phase to get the enhanced speech using ISTFT. Figure 1 depicts an overview of speech resynthesis.
Experiments and Results
We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated our proposed approach with other state-of-the-art A-only and AV SE in real noisy environments and a range of synthetic AV corpora.
Synthetic AV Corpora
This section present the synthetic AV corpora used for training and testing of CochleaNet.
Grid + ChiMe 3
In our experiments, benchmark Grid corpus [24] is used for the training and evaluation of the proposed framework. All 33 speakers with 1000 utterances each are considered. The sentence format is depicted in Table 1 . The Grid corpus is randomly mixed with non-stationary noises from 3rd CHiME challenge (CHiME 3) [22] , consisting of bus, cafeteria, street, and pedestrian noises, for SNRs ranging [-12, 9] dB with a step size of 3 dB. It is to be noted that, the trained model is SNR-independent i.e. the utterances at all SNRs were combined for training, and evaluation. For training, 21000 utterances from 21 speakers were employed. The model was validated and tested on 4000 and 8000 utterances from 4 and 8 speakers respectively.
TCD-TIMIT + MUSAN
For large vocabulary generalisation analysis, we used benchmark TCD-TIMIT [25] corpus. Specifically, 5488 utterances from 56 speakers are mixed with randomly selected non speech noises from MUSAN noises [27] . For language-independent generalisation testing, a Mandarin dataset [15] based on Taiwan Mandarin Hearing in Noise Test (MHINT) with 320 utterances is mixed with randomly selected noise from NOISEX-92 [26] consisting of voice babble, factory radio channel and various military noises including fighter jets, engine room, operations room, tank and machine gun.
Data Preprocessing
Audio Preprocessing
The audio signals were resampled at 16 kHz and a mono channel is used for processing. The resampled audio signal was segmented into N 78 millisecond (ms) frames and 17% increment rate to produce 75 fps. A hanning window and STFT is applied to produce 622-bin magnitude spectrogram.
Video Preprocessing
The Grid and TCD-TIMIT corpora are recorded at 25 fps. However, the Mandarin dataset [15] , recorded at 30 fps, is downsampled to 25 fps using ffmpeg [36] . A dlib face detector [37] is used to locate the faces in each frame of a video clip (75 face cropped images assuming 3 second clip recorded at 25 fps). The speakers lip images are extracted out of the 25 fps faces video using a minified dlib [37] model optimised for extracting the lip landmarks. A region of aspect ratio 1:2 centred at lip-centre is extracted using the lip landmark points.
The extracted region is resized to 40 pixels x 80 pixels and converted to grey scaled image. It is to be noted that, the lip sequences are extracted at 25 fps and audio features are extracted at 75 VPS. 
Experimental Setup
Objective testing on Synthetic mixtures
The quality of re-synthesised speech is evaluated using the following objective metrics for estimating speech intelligibility and aforementioned synthetic AV Figure 5 , where AV CochleaNet outperformed the A-only CochleaNet, and achieved near optimal performance (close to an ideal IBM) for Grid ChiME 3 corpus.
Short Term Objective Intelligibility (STOI) comparison
STOI is another benchmark objective evaluation metric used for speech intelligibility that shows high correlation with subjective listening test scores [44] .
The correlation of short-time temporal envelopes between the clean and modified Figure 9 presents the noisy, clean spectrogram and spectrograms for the reconstructed speech signal of a random utterance from GRID + ChiME 3 AV corpus using SS, LMMSE, SEGAN+, A-only CochleaNet, AV CochleaNet and Oracle IBM. It is to be noted that, the speech is completely swamped with background noise and the performance of CochleaNet models can be seen (i.e.
close to the Oracle IBM).
Subjective testing on ASPIRE Corpus
In the literature, significant number of objective metrics [39, 44, 45] have been proposed to computationally approximate the subjective listening tests.
However, the only way to quantify the subjective quality is to ask listeners for their opinions. We used MUSHRA-style [46] listening test method for subjective evaluation, using enhanced speech from real noisy ASPIRE corpus (section 3).
A total of 20 native English speakers with normal-hearing participated in the listening test. The individual test consist of 20 randomly selected utterances drawn from the ASPIRE corpus. The first two screens were used to train participants to adjust the volume and to familiarise with the screen and the task. In each screen, the participant were asked to score the quality of each audio sample, on a scale from [0, 100], generated by each SE model for the same sentence.
The range from [80, 100] is described as excellent, from [60, 80] as good, from [40, 60] as fair, from [20, 40] as poor, and from [0, 20] as bad. Noisy speech was included in the test so that participants would have a reference for the degraded speech as well as for checking if participants go through the material.
The times required to complete each screen were also recorded and used for removing any outliers. We evaluated five SE models including: SEAGN, SS, LMMSE, A-only CochleaNet and AV CochleaNet. Figure 8 shows Speaker independent test set. It can be seen that A-only, and AV CochleaNet outperformed SS, LMMSE and SEGAN based enhancement. It is to be noted that, AV CochleaNet recovered some frequency components better than A-only CochleaNet.
Phoneme level comparison of audio-only and audio-visual CochleaNet. It is well known in the literature that, visual information help disambiguate the phonological ambiguity. In addition, some phonemes such as /p/ are visually distinguishable and phonemes such as /g/ cannot be visually distinguished. However, the relationship between the visually distinguishable phonemes and the AV SE performance is not known. Therefore, we conducted comparative listening tests with 3 listeners and 1000 random enhanced utterances from Grid CHiME 3 The main limitation with the proposed work is that: (1) the process of IBM based SE ignore the phase spectrum that lead to invalid STFT problem [20] (2) the model cannot separate the overlapping speech if more than one speaker is speaking simultaneously as the model is not trained with such mixed AV corpora (3) 
Conclusion
This paper presented a causal, language, noise and speaker independent AV DNN model for SE that contextually exploits the audio and visual cues, independent of the SNR, to estimate the spectral IBM and enhance speech. In addition, 
